
Aristotelian Physics and Chemistry
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“Gravity” = tendency of Earth and Water to sink toward 
the center of the universe (opposite of “levity”)
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(A pure, transparent, 
luminous substance 
found only in the 
heavens)



Claudius Ptolemy (AD 100-170)
Almagest

– star catalogue
– instruments
– motions & model of 

planets, Sun, Moon

His model fit the data, made accurate 
predictions, but was horribly contrived –
especially for retrograde motion!



How does one explain retrograde
motion?

Over a period of 10 weeks, Mars appears to 
stop, back up, then go forward again.



What was once so mysterious 
about the movement of planets in our sky?
• Planets usually move slightly eastward from night to night 

relative to the stars. 
• But, sometimes they go westward relative to the stars for a 

few weeks: apparent retrograde motion.



We see apparent retrograde motion when 
we pass by a planet in its orbit.

Mars Retrograde Motion



Explaining Apparent Retrograde 
Motion

• Easy for us to explain: occurs when we 
“lap” another planet (or when Mercury or 
Venus lap us)

• But very difficult to explain if you think that 
Earth is the center of the universe!

• In fact, the Greeks considered but rejected 
the correct explanation…



Ptolemy’s Geocentric Model

•Earth is at center
•Sun orbits Earth
•Planets orbit on small  
circles whose centers 
orbit the Earth on larger 
circles

– [the small circles 
are called epicycles]



Ptolemy’s Geocentric Model

• This explained retrograde motion
• Inferior planet epicycles were fixed to 
the    

Earth-Sun line
• This explained why Mercury & Venus

never strayed far from the Sun!



Epicycles to explain retrograde motion
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Ptolemy also used minor epicycles, off-center circles, and 
other geometrical tricks to explain details of planetary motion.



The Copernican Revolution



Nicolaus Copernicus (Mikolaj Koppernigk)
1473-1543



De Revolutionibus (“Revolutions”) 
(published 1543)





Motion of Stars and Sun
(according to Copernicus)



Motion of Planets
(according to Copernicus)



Sizes of Planetary Orbits

45º
45º

Earth
1.0 A.U.

1 A.U. = “Astronomical Unit” 
= Earth-Sun distance

Venus always 
appears within 
45º of the sun.



Sizes of Planetary Orbits
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Speeds of Planetary Orbits

Earth

Venus

• Venus crosses in front of 
the sun every 1.6 years.

• During this time, Venus 
must orbit 2.6 times.

• Set up a ratio to find time 
for one orbit:

1.6 years
2.6 orbits

x years
1 orbit

=

x = 1.6/2.6 years
= 0.62 years



Advantages of the Copernican model

• Explained motions of stars, sun, moon just as well as 
the Ptolemaic model

• More natural explanation of planetary motion (no major 
epicycles)

• Allowed calculation of sizes, speeds of planetary 
motion

• Predicted positions more accurately (because more up 
to date)

• Sphere of the stars no longer necessary!





Disadvantages of the Copernican model
• Still used minor epicycles (and other complications) to 

predict exact planetary positions
• Not inherently more accurate than Ptolemaic scheme
• All motions still based on circles (made of “ether”?)
• Stars must be at huge distances, since otherwise we’d see 

sizes of constellations change during the year.
• If the earth is moving so fast, why don’t we feel it?
• What about Aristotelian physics, gravity, etc.?
• If earth isn’t the center of the universe, does that make us 

less important?
• If earth is part of the heavens, does this mean that the 

heavens are made of ordinary stuff?
• Isn’t it simply ridiculous to turn the whole universe inside 

out, just to help astronomers better understand the obscure 
details of planetary motion? 



If earth moves, why don’t constellations 
seem to change size? 



Reactions to Copernicus

• A few denunciations and rebuttals, mostly on religious 
grounds (and mostly from Protestants, not Catholics)

• Mostly ignored until around 1600
• Meanwhile, astronomers used his book, whether they 

believed the central hypothesis or not
• Gradually, more and more astronomers became 

convinced
• “Victory by infiltration”



Galileo Galilei
Italian scientist, 1564 - 1642

Made one of the first telescopes, and pointed it 
at the heavens . . .



Siderius Nuncius (The Starry Messenger)
Venice, 1610

(Written in Italian, 
not Latin!)



Lunar topography . . . Sunspots . . . 



Many new stars . . . 



New “planets” orbiting Jupiter . . . 

At least some planets don’t orbit the earth; and 
earth isn’t the only planet with a “moon”!



Phases of Venus . . . 

Venus, at least, must orbit the sun, not the earth.



What happened to Galileo?

• He became famous (not just among 
astronomers)

• He started advocating Copernicanism 
(and ridiculing those who disagreed)

• Condemned by the Church, placed 
under house arrest



A final thought . . . 
Copernicus was Polish, Tycho Danish, Kepler 
German, Galileo Italian, Newton English.

So what?

Science belongs to everyone.


